“Mountaintop removal mining may more appropriately be called mountain
and stream annihilation. The tops of mountains hundreds of feet deep are
blown apart to get at coal seams. Coal companies then dump the waste rock
and debris in adjacent stream valleys, smothering the stream and any
associated life. Mountaintop removal converts a biologically rich mountain
ecosystem to a biological moonscape.”
— Janet Keating, Co-Director, Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition
West Virginia

“You stand at the edge of one of these mountaintop removal sites and you’ll
never feel the same way again,” says Mat Louis-Rosenberg, a staffer at Coal
River Mountain Watch in southern West Virginia. The practice turns rolling
mountains and valleys into flat, desolate moonscapes. Locals regularly hear
the blasts of surface mines from their homes and then drink the resulting
contaminants in their well water. When newly created lakes of toxic coal
waste give way — as happened last December, as a billion gallons of sludge
flooded 300 acres of land near Harriman, Tennessee — they are the ones
whose homes stand immediately downstream.
— Mark Engler, journalist — Commondreams.org

Dai Longcao said she had not been able to eat since the Sanhuiyi Coal
Mine was ripped apart by a massive blast on Tuesday. “I held my
children’s hands and walked three hours along the mountain path to the
coal mine,” said the 42-year-old woman. “I took off immediately after I
heard the news, and didn’t even get a minute to let my parents know what
happened.” As her husband’s meager salary provides for the whole
family, the housewife said she feared for the future of her son and
daughter. Her fears were shared by a pair of sisters, whose spouses were
also their families’ only breadwinners. Xia Xingrong and Xia Xingbi
have their fingers crossed for their missing husbands. “If anything
happened we’d be helpless,” they said.
— South China Morning Post, March 21, 2005

I called my daughter and wife. I don’t remember which one answered the
phone. I believe it was my wife answered, yeah. And told her that the mine
had blew up and her brother was still in there and told her to come on up to
the mine.
— from testimony,
West Virginia Office of Miners’ Health and Safety

More than 150 Chinese coal miners were dead or missing yesterday
following three separate accidents in seven days, prompting renewed calls
for better safety in the nation’s notoriously dangerous industry. … The spate
of accidents prompted some state-run papers to repeat calls for better safety
and reforms. “It seems unlikely that hearts of gold could be installed in mine
owners and managers,” said China Daily in an editorial yesterday. More
than 6,000 miners died in workplace accidents last year, according to
government statistics. Labor rights groups say the figure could be as high as
20,000.
China Daily, April 11, 2006

This is why the coal boom is so alarming. Right now about one quarter of
the world’s CO2 emissions come from coal. If we go ahead with these
new coal plants, they will add roughly 570 billion tons of CO2 to the
atmosphere over the life of the plants. (To put that number in perspective,
570 billion tons is about as much CO2 as released by all the coal burned
in the past 250 years.) If that happens, our chances of stabilizing the
climate are virtually zero.
— Jeff Goodell, Big Coal

Big Coal’s goal is to keep us comfortable, not curious. It’s not hard to
understand why. Coal is by far the most carbon-intensive of all fossil fuels,
emitting more than twice as much CO2 per unit of energy as natural gas, and
so any limits on CO2 emissions will hit coal the hardest.
— Jeff Goodell, Big Coal

An analysis released by the American Lung Association in 2004 attributed
24,000 premature deaths each year to pollution from coal-fired power
plants. In addition, the research estimates that over 550,000 asthma attacks,
38,000 heart attacks and 12,000 hospital admissions are caused annually by
power plant pollution.
2007 State of the Air,
American Lung Association

I am a Mud River West Virginia Girl! More specifically, I am a Conley
Branch Girl.
I loved the mountains that surrounded our little three-room house. It was as
if the mountains were there to protect us.
The mountain to the east of our house was my absolute favorite. Amongst all
of the trees that are indigenous to the area stood a huge pine tree. It jutted
out far beyond the top of the forest as if to say, “I am here. I will protect and
shelter you from harm”.
There were sad times when I sought out the comfort of the mountain. I ran to
my tree when my grandmother died.
I wish I could run there today, but the mining companies came after I left.
Neither Conley nor Mud River will ever be the same.
Conley is now blocked off with a “No Trespassing” sign. The mountain at
the turn into Conley is even gone. No trees. No wild flowers. No squirrels.
Like a lot of places in the Appalachians, nothing is left except what the
mining company did not want.
I pray that those of us who love this land are strong enough to stand up for
the mountains that remain. They have provided strength, solace, protection,
and even life, to us. It is now our turn to return the favor.
— Marlene Adkins Thames,
iLoveMountains.org

Operating at full throttle, the [Boardman, Oregon] power plant inhales 330

tons of pulverized coal dust an hour. That’s nearly three rail cars worth —
stripped from open pit seams in Wyoming’s Powder River Basin — every
hour, almost every day, every year.
Inside the plant’s 260-foot-tall furnace, 32 flamethrowing burners ignite the
cloud of talcum-size coal particles into a roiling, 3,000-degree ball of
noxious gases and ash.
Like a miniature sun, the ongoing eruption creates enough energy to power
280,000 homes served by the plant’s part owner and operator, Portland
General Electric. It’s 19th-century technology. But it’s reliable and cheap.
Unfortunately, it’s also dirty. Very dirty.
Ted Sickinger, The Oregonian
December 26, 2008

My name is Martín Macias, Jr. I’m 19 years old from Chicago, Illinois. I live
about two miles away from two of the biggest coal power plants in the
Midwest region and the only two coal power plants in Chicago. It’s
responsible for about fifty deaths a year in my neighborhood, and it’s
responsible for toxic air, toxic soil. If you look at the demographics of these
communities, it’s mostly Latino working-class immigrants. It doesn’t
employ anyone from our neighborhood, and we don’t get any energy.
Interviewed on Democracy Now
March 2, 2009

Our denuded hills now stretched across the valley with a haunting vacancy.

It felt strange to be standing alone in an area where a dynamic community—
the first settlement in [Eagle Creek, Illinois]—once thrived for two
centuries. There was an air of an emptied field: of death, not life, despite the
verdant spread of grass across strange ruts and broken slopes. The area
looked abandoned. There was no wildlife. No people. No homes. No barns.
No horses. No trees. As part of the so-called reclamation laws the coal
company had replanted a type of grass, which grew in clumps like weeds.
Not a single tree had been planted on our ancestral property.
Jeff Biggers
Reckoning at Eagle Creek

